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ABSTRACT

This research effort shows why it makes sense that 21st Century police reform initiatives include embellishing the mediation skills of patrol police officers. In addition, the findings yielded via field research, survey, content analysis, review of the literature, and evaluation research enable for a showing of the manner in which police officers should provide mediation services and the most effective way that mediation service providers can obtain “buy-in” from police officers for mediation training. Other significant issues addressed include how use of mediation by police officers for calls-for-service that involve an interpersonal dispute, reduce the likelihood of a repeat call-for-service and improve police-citizen relations. Additionally, mediation partnerships in which officers are mere referral agents for mediation centers instead of trained mediators, subjects certain classes of people to social subordination as well as thwarts efforts for police officers to substantively handle scenes.
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CONCEPTUALIZING MEDIATION USE
BY PATROL POLICE OFFICERS

Presently, mediation, the process in which a neutral third party helps parties involved in a dispute fashion their own resolution to the dispute, is fast becoming a popular method for the resolution of interpersonal disputes in American society. The mediation method alternatively referred to as empowerment, is appropriately encouraged as a viable alternative to litigation.

Mediation also has its place in police work as a tool used by uniformed police officers assigned to patrol duties. It represents a viable method for handling calls-for-service which involve an interpersonal dispute in which there are no grounds to arrest or to cite a party for a law violation. Although many police officers use the method (Muir, 1977, Cooper 1997, 1999a, 1999b, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c), few have received formal mediation training or instruction. Rather, many officers arrive at using mediation via a trial and error approach (although, maybe not a conscious effort) (Muir, 1977; Bittner, 1990). It is fair to add that the nature of the police mandate makes learning mediation a naturally occurring problem solving method for many officers. (Id.)

The present research effort shows why it makes sense that 21st Century police reform initiatives include embellishing the mediation skills of patrol police officers. After all, the uniformed patrol officer is the first responder to many interpersonal disputes in
our society. The enormous responsibility of third party intervenors, of the patrol officer type, warrants professionalization of mediation application. (Cf. Bittner, 1990) Simplicitically stated, this paper proffers reasons for teaching cops to become better mediators; followed by an explanation of the manner in which police officers should provide mediation services.

METHODS

This study represents an ongoing evaluation of mediation initiatives directed at patrol police call-for-service responses. The emphasis is on responses to interpersonal disputes at which the officers do not have clear grounds to arrest or to cite a party for a violation of law or that the officers are permitted by law to use their discretion as to whether to issue a citation or to arrest. The term clear is used to signify that police often respond to interpersonal disputes in which, because of the “he said” [sic] “she said” [sic] phenomenon, it is difficult to ascertain who (one or both) is a law violator.

Many interpersonal disputes to which the police respond do not involve a violation of the law; and if the dispute does involve a violation of law, the violation is not always physical violence. Although police can arrest persons engaged in a minor physical scuffle, mediation may be a more viable and efficient alternative; therefore, this study also concerns itself with how police address these types of calls. However, other violence, particularly domestic violence and aggravated battery do not satisfy this study’s operational definition of interpersonal disputes for which police officers do not have grounds to arrest or to cite a party for a violation of law. In fact, in many jurisdictions, with regard to domestic violence, police officers do not have discretion as to whether to arrest a party. Provided there is probable cause that a person committed a battery, the police must arrest.

The term patrol police has been operationalized to mean officers who are assigned to patrol duties. This means primarily uniformed patrol officers but includes plain-clothes officers on patrol. The operational definition for the phenomenon “call-for-service” is any situation to which the police respond as a third party intervenor, regardless of whether they were called to the scene or happened upon it. The term, scene represents the physical venue of a situation. Often the term is used in conjunction with the word “on.” In police jargon, an individual is not “in” a police scene, but “on” a police scene.

The primary sample for this study included the Hillsboro, Oregon Police Department Mediation Program; the Pittsburgh Police Department Mediation Program; the Orland Park, Illinois Police Department; the Blue Island, Illinois Police Department; the Berkeley Dispute Resolution Services Center; the Community Boards of San Francisco; and the Conciliation Forums of Oakland.
Field research represents a primary methodology employed. In this regard, data were reanalyzed from participant observation (police ride-alongs and walk-alongs), done by the author, pursuant to field research in Cleveland, Philadelphia, and Chicago in 1994. The participant observation enabled for observations of patrol police officers as they addressed calls-for-service. Scenes observed included a variety of types of interpersonal disputes. (Also, note that the author was assigned to patrol duties in his tenure as a Washington D.C. [Metropolitan department] Police Officer having been assigned to patrol duties.)

Other secondary analyses coupled with content analyses involved reviewing internal documents, statistical and qualitative data kept by each agency (excluding Blue Island) regarding their mediation efforts. This research endeavor included a review of the policing literature in order to identify phenomena in it that could be used to bolster positions regarding police use of mediation, since there is a paucity of conflict resolution data with regard to use of mediation by police or the effectiveness of mediation on calls-for-service.

A survey instrument was used to evaluate a patrol police mediation training program administered by this author to police officers of the Orland Park, Illinois and Blue Island, Illinois Police departments for the purpose, in part, to determine the best training model for teaching police officers to mediate on the street. The reason for this author’s interest in a “best training model” is directly related to anecdotal reports by many meditation trainers that they had failed in their attempt to teach patrol police officers how to mediate. The findings from the survey instrument enable an understanding of past failures, while showing how to achieve successful outcomes.

The interpretation of the research findings show that police officers must be provided with professional mediation skills training because of the nature of their mandate.

FOUNDATIONAL ISSUES

Mediation dates back approximately 3000 years and is normally credited to the ancient Chinese. It is preferred over other conflict resolution methodologies because of its objectives and the substantive components of its step-by-step process. Starting with the latter, the mediator is a neutral party as to the matter in dispute. He or she is an active-assertive facilitator who administers the following steps in order to help the parties in dispute resolve their dispute:

1. Opening Statement: Mediator provides an explanation of the mediation process and the rules that will enable for civil problem solving.

2. Each party in dispute presents his/her account of why there is a dispute.

3. Reiteration and Clarification: Mediator probes for underlying and latent issues; frames the dispute and insures that all of those
present, including himself/herself are clear as to matters in contention.

(4) Brainstorming/Generating Possible Resolutions: Mediator encourages the parties to suggest solutions to the dispute; Mediator helps the parties work towards a resolution.

(5) Targeting an agreement followed by memorialization (sometimes in a writing, other times simply verbal).

(Note that the mediation schematic presented is one of many. Some schematics have fewer steps while others have more, however, all should have the same objectives.)

Mediation should be referred to as “empowerment”, since the mediator does not impose a resolution; rather the mediator’s role is that of assisting the parties to empower themselves, to collectively find a resolution to the dispute. The empowerment feature is important for a variety of reasons. Two reasons in particular are important to the rationale for police use of mediation. The first is that people want to have control over phenomena that are important in their lives. If the dispute involves them, it is no coincidence that the parties would like to have “ownership” of the resolution reached. This can be achieved only if the parties “themselves” create the resolution.

This brings attention to the second reason why it is important for the mediator to empower parties in dispute. The agreement reached by the parties will be characterized as having “high stability” (Pruitt & Rubin, 1986). Stability is the term used in the mediation field to describe the staying power of a resolution arrived at through mediation. Said another way, stability is the degree to which an agreement is likely or unlikely to be breached by one or both of the parties. Mediation agreements are high on stability, that is, they are very likely to last. This is the result when disputing parties reach a resolution/agreement of their own devising. This is ownership of the resolution by the parties. It is the ownership notion that reduces the likelihood that mediated agreements will be breached. Alternatively, agreements not having an ownership quality, since they are imposed by a third, party—for example, an arbitrator’s resolution—are more likely to be breached. A helpful analogy is enabled if the reader visualizes how many people treat rental cars versus cars that they either own or are making payments towards owning.

A hotly debated issue in the mediation field is whether a mediator should participate in helping parties generate resolutions to a matter in dispute. In other words, should the mediator suggest alternatives for the parties? Some in the field say yes while others feel otherwise. This author takes the position that mediators should participate in the brainstorming step of the mediation process. In doing so, the mediator must not coerce or impose. The resolution must be a product of the parties “own” volition. The position taken by this author is very relevant to the duties of a patrol police officer when he/she mediates an interpersonal dispute. Consider that he/she
comes upon a dispute in its “rawest” form, for example, the dispute is in progress, there may be shouting, etc. (Black, 1980, Cooper 1997, 1999). When the officer arrives, he/she may have to calm tempers. Although the parties may be in a right frame of mind once calmed down, they may not have had the time to think about viable resolutions (for resolving the dispute). In these situations, officers can help disputants/parties realize alternatives to resolving a matter by suggesting to the parties, alternatives they (parties) may not have considered.

MEDIATION IS INDIGINEOUS TO POLICE WORK

The methodology mediation had its place in modern policing in the United States long before it became popular as an alternative to litigation in the U.S. (Muir, 1977 and Bittner, 1990, both write about behavior by police officers that illustrates use of mediation by police officers). The nature of American democracy, in particular civil rights held by citizens, gives way to a policing system in which the police should be expected to empower citizens.

Mediation by the patrol police officer represents a transfer of decision-making power from police officer to citizen. A phenomenon that is indigenous to police work, yet very few American police officers have been given formal instruction on how to mediate interpersonal disputes that they encounter on patrol (Cf. Muir, 1977, he refers to patrol police officers as “Street Corner Politicians”). Because of the nature of patrol police work, for many police officers, learning to mediate is a naturally occurring (from within) problem solving methodology, so many patrol police officers employ the methodology anyway (although for many, they do so selectively). (Id.) Granted, the absence of formal mediation instruction indicates that the employment of the method is not always systematic or the most competent. Note that there are police officers, albeit not having had mediation instruction, who are high quality mediators, since they came to the police profession having excellent social interaction skills coupled with a commitment to treat people with dignity.

The skeptics would contend that the type of mediation the “policeman” employs is either informal or something less than mediation. They should consider that distinguishing formal mediation from informal mediation should be based not on geographic venue of the mediation session or the social status of the third party, rather based on whether or not the mediator/officer adheres to the systematic process of conducting the mediation process. (Cooper, 1997, 1999b, 2000b) Adherence would represent formal whereas non-adherence would constitute informal. Granted, many police officers who have not been formally trained in mediation are not as likely, as those trained, to conduct mediation according to a systematic process. They are not as likely to have a “systematic” mediation process etched in their minds that they can
employ when they address an interpersonal dispute. However, when an officer is mediating an interpersonal dispute according to a systematic mediation process, the mediation session is just as formal as it would be in a setting in which all parties are seated for one hour (e.g., in an office).

The basic definition of mediation is a substantive one: The mediator, an objective third party, assists the parties in helping themselves (emphasis on the empowerment derived). The officer transfers (from himself) the decision making ball to the parties in dispute. The resolution arrived at by the parties, with the officer’s help, is a creation of the disputing parties. There is never a situation in mediation when the mediator imposes a resolution. When you impose a resolution, you are arbitrating not mediating. There are some procedural differences between what police do when they mediate and what “sit down” mediators do when they mediate; however, substantive differences should not occur if the mediator is adhering to: (1) appropriate ethical guidelines; and the (2) mediation process.

The police profession in the United States is often criticized for hiring one too many people who do not receive high marks for social interaction skills. The New York City Police Commissioner, in an effort to defend the police department’s image, following the shooting death of Amadou Diallo by four of its officers, exclaimed that his officers are not brutal but that many are socially inept. (Safir, 1999) Certainly, many people would take the position that an individual who is socially inept should be disqualified from employment as a police officer. Notwithstanding this fact, many officers arrive at using the methodology mediation often through trial and error and or socialization. (Muir, 1977; Chandler, 1974) The former represents a patrol police officer arriving at a point, after responding to countless interpersonal disputes, that he realizes what works, what does not work, and what is efficient. In particular, the officer realizes that there are benefits in transferring decision-making power to the parties/disputants. For example, she notices enormous staying power (stability) of mediated agreements. The officer contrasts this knowledge with other knowledge that an agreement resulting from her having arbitrated is not as likely to last—it is the old adage that no one likes being told what to do.

Note that the officer’s newfound answer (mediation) to being more efficient does not necessarily imply that he is suddenly adorned with the social graces that are the mark of a respectful cop. On the other hand, it means that he has figured out how to expedite matters. In this regard, the officer’s motivation to use the method may or may not reflect a desire to show respect to citizens. For some officers, mediation represents the best way to expedite matters that they consider an annoyance (Bittner, 1990; Cooper, 1999a, 1999b, 2000b). They want to reduce the likelihood of a repeat call, thereby having the time to engage in other non-police activity (e.g., sleep
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etc.) or police activity that they find more interesting (e.g., “man with gun” and other Code 1 calls). Other officers may strive for one or all of the aforementioned objectives, but as well experience self-satisfaction at having transferred power and showed respect for the parties right to have a role in how a matter affecting them was resolved.

Life socialization followed by [police] department socialization explains how many officers come to use mediation. It is in these processes that officers learn who in society is supposed to be given automatic respect and who is not to be as deserving. Perhaps then, it is sloppily delivered empowerment afforded to those considered worthy. (Cf. Bittner, 1990) From a negotiated-order perspective (Strauss et al., 1963, 1964), group perceptions of the “relevant” environment have an almost absolute (more than overbearing) influence on how a group behaves (Klinger, 1997). Relating this to police work, a negotiated-order theorist would likely hold that individual police officers are not likely to mediate if the perception of other officers is that mediation is not worthwhile (e.g., because the neighborhood is low-income and inhabitants are perceived as “ghetto” to borrow street jargon). This author challenges the notion that all police officers are like robots that do as the group does. The author joins Manning (1977) and Brown (1982) in calling attention to an officer’s free agency opposed to constant submission to group norms. Hence, both learning mediation and deciding whether or not to use it will have some connection to group and organizational norms, but these are not indicative of an officer’s loss of individualism; therefore, we can expect that many officers mediate irrespective of what other officers are doing.

REVIEWSING THE LITERATURE

There is a paucity of scholarly writings concerning police use of mediation to address interpersonal disputes. For this reason, the author presents mention of work directly related to the mediation, as well as work that is similar.

Bercal (1969) categorized and described the types of interpersonal disputes to which patrol police respond. He concluded that cops spend a lot of time at interpersonal disputes in which they are expected to play a role other than arbitrator or enforcer. In calling for police administrators to recognize the social service function of police work, Bercal shows a rationale for perfecting police officer third party intervenor skills. It is no surprise that he did not build his argument around mediation, since mediation did not receive a great deal of attention in the United States until about 1979.

Work done by Bard in the 1970’s (1970, 1973, and 1975) supports a notion that patrol police officers should possess strong dispute resolution skills. He emphasized the importance of use of processes which involve mediation philosophy. The writings have as a common focus the role of the patrol officer as an intervenor in
family [crisis] conflicts. His research has an objective of decreasing the danger for police officers when they address family disputes and making the handling of family conflicts by police more efficient. Bard found that arming police officers with interpersonal skills of the mediation type, for example, increases police officer safety and reduces family assaults and homicides (1970). Notwithstanding the competency of Bard’s research, and the similarities of his scholarship to this author’s research, there are distinguishing differences between them. Bard's focus is that of how police departments, police managers, and instructors can develop family crisis intervention programs. The present research (this paper) is more concerned with showing why police officers should receive professional mediation skills training.

Muir's (1977) findings, through dialogue on the concept of eloquence, indirectly indicate the values of mediation skills, when held by patrol police officers. He remarks that eloquence enriches a police officer's "repertoire of potential responses to violence and permits him to touch the citizenry's souls--their hopes, [and] their fears..." (1977:4).

Black’s (1980) analysis of interpersonal disputes to which the police attend may not have represented a calling for use of mediation by police, by he did document how police empowered some individuals. His discussion of empowerment, vividly illustrates unequal distribution of favorable police responses, such as empowerment. For example, Black found distinguishable differences in the manner in which police handled interpersonal disputes involving whites verses disputes involving blacks. Smith and Klein (1984) expounded where Black left off finding in particular that patrol police officers would mediate where disputing parties were of higher socio economic class “to help them identify alternatives to resolving their dispute.” Officers in the sample would not provide the same service to lower class parties, many of who appear to have been people of color.

From the perspective of his experience as a police manager Louie (1981), writes about calls-for-service marked by a crisis. Louie’s definition of crisis situations includes interpersonal disputes in which the police have no grounds to arrest or to cite a party for a law violation. In this specific writing, Louie champions the use of mediation by police officers although indirectly. This is not a reflection of lack of enthusiasm for the method, rather an indication of mediation "newness" in the United States in 1981. In fact, it can be said that Louie was far ahead of others in thinking about police reforms. It was he who in the 1990’s oversaw the development of the Hillsboro, Oregon Police Department Mediation Program.

Lawson's (1982) work concerns mediation, however, it is distinguishable from focus of this paper. Lawson focuses on patrol police officers attitudes and values with regard to intrapersonal issues facing police officers. Even more distinguishing from the
present research, Lawson uses the term mediation in a strict and literal sense. His work does not mention the role of a neutral third party assisting disputants in fashioning a resolution to a dispute.

Smith’s (1987) consideration of how patrol officers respond to interpersonal violence as opposed to an interpersonal dispute without violence, sheds light on the manner in which police function on scenes. Like Black (1980), Smith calls attention to police responses other than arrest in situations in which the police could have lawfully arrested.

Volpe (1989) addresses two major uses of mediation by police: mediation as an intervention strategy by police officers and the role of police officers as referral agents for mediation centers. Volpe and Christian's (1989) "Mediation: New Addition to Cop's Toolbox," although not scholarly research, supports the present research in that it emphasizes how the use of mediation skills by a patrol police officer can "defuse a situation, avoid escalation, and reduce the need to return to the same situation in the future" (1989:8).

Positions taken by Goldstein (1990) in his presentation of "Problem-Oriented Policing" (POP) can be interpreted as having a favorable disposition toward mediation. In particular, since both POP and mediation employment represent substantive responses to a call-for-service. Unfortunately, many learned people as well police officials make the mistake of assuming that problem oriented policing and mediation are synonymous methodologies. Recent work by this author (Cooper, 1997, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 2000b) and Kidd and Brazel (1999) should help to debunk this notion.

This author's (Cooper) past work (1997, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 1999c, 2000a, 2000b, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d) is extensive on the subject of patrol police use of mediation. The writing presents rationales for professionalizing the mediation skills of patrol officers. It establishes criteria for determining when an officer should mediate. In this regard, there are discussions of what components of a dispute should be handled by the police and those that should be referred to a mediation center. In the book *Mediation and Arbitration by Patrol Police Officers* (1999) the author discusses the obstacles to police use of mediation (i.e., limits on how long an officer can be "out-of-service").

Kidd and Brazel (1999) emphasize the importance of a police officer having good social interaction skills. Although their work does not concern use of mediation by cops, the skills that the authors believe that officers should have resemble mediation skills. More important, the authors show how strong social interaction skills held by an officer can bolster community policing objectives. An identical position is taken with regard to the positive police-citizen interaction yielded by police having achieved competency as mediators.(Cooper 1996, 1999c, 2001d)
DISCUSSION

The uniformed patrol officer, unlike other types of police officers, is the first responder to many of [American] society’s interpersonal disputes. Upon his/her arrival at an interpersonal dispute, at which there are no grounds for arrest or issuance of a citation, he/she has the authority and or power to dictate the problem solving strategy to be employed. His/her choices include the conflict resolution methodology called arbitration. In the context of police responses, arbitration is defined as the police officer giving each party an opportunity to explain his/her side and based on the facts presented, the arbitrator/officer renders a decision. By example, a case in which there is absolutely no doubt that a piece of property belongs to another is appropriate for the arbitration method. To further illustrate, if I were to strike you over the head and to take your Walkman, not only would I be guilty of a battery, but as well, I have created a dispute. The dispute is suited for arbitration, since upon examination of the facts, it will become clear that I am not entitled to the property. The Walkman belongs to you. Many interpersonal disputes in society are not so cut and dry. Often, both parties/disputants have a legitimate right or basis to have the [identical] outcome sought by the other. Since identical outcomes/resolutions for each party are not always feasible, it is through collective and integrative problem solving (mediation) that parties often compromise. In this regard, the police patrol toolbox of responses also includes mediation.

Most mediated agreements are compromises. For this reason, mediation is a preferred conflict resolution method, since the parties get to have control over the contents of the agreement—they make the agreement themselves. In this way, both parties walk away from the process winners, although, they may walk away with less then what they originally sought. The dignity afforded to each party, by the character of the agreement is that it allowed each party to play a role in deciding a matter for which they had an exclusive right to participate. Other benefits yielded via the use of mediation by the patrol officer (the transfer of problem solving power from officer to citizen) include:

1. Improved relations between police and citizens, since disputing citizens appreciate the empowerment (which characterizes mediation philosophy) given to them by the mediating officer (Walton, 1969; Pruitt & Rubin 1986).

2. Reduction in repeats calls-for-service (e.g., calls to 911, etc.), since the application of mediation to an interpersonal conflict or dispute represents a substantive approach rather than a superficial approach. The latter approach creates a strong likelihood that a repeat call-for-service will not be necessary.
(3) Reduction in the likelihood that an officer's conflict resolution skills will escalate the matter. Where poor conflict resolution skills and unsystematic approaches on the part of an officer escalate police scenes (on-site situations), using a systematic dispute resolution process such as mediation is less likely to have such a negative end. (Cf. Louie, 1981)

Many interpersonal disputes are handled by the patrol officer where they occur: in parties’ homes; on street corners; in shopping malls; on basketball courts; and in parking lots, just to name a few places. (Cf. Bercal, 1969) Examples of disputes, which prompt a police intervention include: neighbor disputes, such as issues over driveway access and on-street parking; customer-merchant disputes; [portable] property disputes (e.g., televisions and clothing); and roommate disputes. Some of the disputes to which the patrol officer responds are marked by flared tempers and or chaos, while some are orderly.

Many interpersonal disputes to which the police respond do not have a history or that the dispute is ongoing. This author refers to these types of disputes as episodic (a single episode in time). (Cooper, 1997, 1999a, 1999b) The following are examples of episodic disputes: (1) argument over mall parking lot space; (2) a customer-merchant (e.g., street or flea market vendor) dispute in which a customer desires an exchange or refund of an item and the merchant refuses; and (3) A public argument in which a client or customer has taken offense to perceived improper or rude conduct of a clerk. These situations are episodic usually, provided the parties will not have reason to see each other again and that they do not have a history or ongoing relationship. Episodic disputes are always ripe for highly skilled police officers trained in mediation.

Other disputes that police officers encounter have two layers, a manifest and a latent. These disputes usually have a history and/or are ongoing. We say two layers because what you hear [literally] the parties arguing about on the surface is not what the major issue in contention is all about; you have to look to the bottom layer. The term conflict is often used to describe the bottom layer. Another way of saying the bottom layer is to say the latent dispute. And if the terminology is not confusing enough, consider that the term underlying issue(s) is also used to describe something below the surface, but not necessarily what we call the “conflict.” You see, the conflict represents that you and I have a problem, but we are not talking about it or dealing with, that is why it is latent. When we manifest the conflict-- say through an out-and-out argument about “anything,” not necessarily what we were mad about in the conflict stage-- we call the manifested conflict a “dispute.” Note that manifested conflicts (disputes) sometimes prompt a police response,
because of the manifest character (e.g., arguing, or shouting) of the situation (Cooper, 1997, 1999a, 1999b).

The underlying issue or issues may be more complex than the conflict, if so the issue or issues are below the conflict, but at the same time fueling the conflict. They may be deep-rooted and/or date back many years. The conflict occurs because of the underlying issue or issues. These are situations when the conflict and underlying issue(s) are distinguishable. And, let us not forget that a manifested conflict is the dispute. In this regard, often when there is a conflict, the parties have short fuses, “anything” is fair ground to argue about (not necessarily the conflict issue), and hence anything can become the basis of a “dispute.” And although, the dispute issue(s) may not mirror the conflict or underlying issue(s), it [the dispute] was prompted by the existence of a conflict and/or an underlying issue(s).

MODELS FOR ADDRESSING INTERPERSONAL DISPUTES

This research effort has revealed that there are primarily two types of police calls-for-service mediation models. The first is what this author calls the triage model (Cooper, 1996, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2001a, 2001c) and the second is what this author calls, “the officer as mediator model” (Id.). In the former, the officer is a referral agent for a local mediation center. She is taught to identify interpersonal disputes that are ripe for mediation, then to refer the disputing parties to the mediation center. In the latter model, the officer receives professional instruction to perfect her [novice] mediation skills (i.e., the officer is either certified to practice as a mediator or has been recognized for having had formal mediation instruction). The officer may refer a matter, but she may also mediate a matter. Typically, the officer would mediate the manifest dispute or mediate for a truce, then refer the parties to the mediation center.

The triage model is in the “Conflict Resolution and Mediation Project for Community Oriented Policing.” The initiative is operated via grant money provided by the Community Policing Office (COPS) of the Department of Justice, to the National Association for Community Mediation (NAFCM). In turn, NAFCM parcels the funds out to three mediation service providers, the Berkeley Dispute Resolution Services Center; the Community Boards of San Francisco; and the Conciliation Forums of Oakland. The project’s community policing title is representative of a program goal to incorporate conflict resolution programs into community oriented policing efforts.13 However, the component of the program in which officers are trained to triage, is actually the most significant of the initiative. Via communication from the service providers to police officers themselves or police supervisors, officers are asked to refer disputing parties to the mediation center. As will be discussed later, the present research takes a position that it is problematic that service providers and NAFCM insist that the officers not attempt to mediate, but to leave the mediating to the service providers.
The Pittsburgh Police Bureau (Pittsburgh Police Department) mediation effort is characterized by a hybrid model. It combines both triage with responsibility to mediate. All Pittsburgh Police Department officers must undergo general conflict resolution training that has an emphasis on mediation. (Cooper, 1999b) Officers can either refer a case, mediate some component of the case, or both mediate and refer. Interestingly, referrals are not necessarily made to a mediation center. Rather, many are made to Community Policing Officers (CPO) who have been given advanced mediation training. It is only if the CPO’s attempts fail that a matter is referred to the local mediation center. The author concludes though, that the Pittsburgh program, notwithstanding its commitment to use of mediation, seems to expect that patrol officers simply use good conflict resolution skills (to include empowering citizens) rather than function as full-fledged mediators.

Hillsboro, Oregon a city of approximately 100,000 in close proximity to Portland, developed its mediation program for calls-for-service in 1996, with the help of a grant from the Oregon Dispute Resolution Commission. Established and operated by the Hillsboro Police Department (HPD), the impetus of the project was to reduce repeat calls-for-service for neighborhood disputes. It has since evolved to address a variety of types of interpersonal disputes. (Williams, 1998; Cooper, 1999b)

The coordinator of the HPD project points out that the police department wants its officers to become cognizant of the “bigger picture, to look beyond the specific behavior of disputants on a call-for-service, to discover the initial cause of the behavior.” (Williams, 1998) In this regard, the HPD requires that all of its officers assigned to patrol duties (as well as other police department personnel) undergo a 32-hour mediation skills training course. The course provides officers with a mediation credential; hence officers mediate on calls-for-service when appropriate in addition to making referrals to the mediation center. Interestingly, the police department operates the center. For some in the mediation field, this prompts concerns of mediator neutrality. Having evaluated the program, this author takes the position that there is a strong likelihood that mediators will hold to their oath of neutrality. The program’s success to date is indicative of this position. Granted, the relationship of the police department to the center does give rise to perceptions that must be considered.

**COMPARING & CONTRASTING MODELS**

The triage model leaves a great deal to be desired in addition to prompting questions around race and other social issues. In this model, police officers are told by mediation staff (via meetings and workshops, etc.) to leave the “mediating” to the professionals (the mediation center staff). Officers are taught to identify cases
amenable to mediation and then to make a referral to a mediation center. Realize that the mediation center does not have the authority to prohibit the officer from mediating, but that the center insists that the officers not mediate. In fact, the findings of this research effort suggest that in order to reduce the likelihood that an officer will mediate, there are mediation centers that intentionally avoid providing officers with mediation instruction.

The problem with this style of police-mediation partnership is that officers become mere super triage agents. The officers are to arrive to an interpersonal dispute call-for-service and avoid or omit to empower disputants, but to refer them to the mediation center. This author points out that such an approach means that officers do not take substantive action (see Goldstein’s work, 1990, in which he stresses the importance of police responses becoming substantive verses superficial approaches to calls-for-service) as in managing the dispute via mediating the manifest dispute or mediating for a truce. The objective should be that of managing the dispute in order that it does not erupt again in the time period that the parties wait for mediation center intervention.

The idea of police referring parties to a mediation center is a laudable effort, since before mediation centers; the police referred disputants to the courts if they referred them at all. (Cf. Black’s [1980] discussion of court referrals) However, any such arrangement between police and mediation centers must not ignore the fact that police officers must take substantive action on a scene. For this reason, it makes sense that after the officer has done his “substantive” part as in mediating the manifest dispute or having the parties mediate for a truce, that he makes a referral. A police department-mediation partnership of this sort is one that is socially conscious.

There is nothing humane or proper about police officers not assisting the parties in working out a truce or addressing the immediate dispute which prompted the call-for-service. Repeat calls-for-service deplete police department budgets; detract officer responses to other pressing emergencies; and increase physical danger to parties and police, since repeat calls often represent a worsened situation. (Bard, 1975; Louie, 1981)

Egalitarianism becomes an issue with regard to a triage model. The inequality of different policing styles, one for blacks (and other visible minorities, specifically Latinos) and another for whites is still a ubiquitous mark on the United States landscape. (Cf. Goldstein 1960, Stark, 1987; Cole, 1999) The social injustice is profoundly evident in the manner in which police officers respond to non-violent and non-law breaking interpersonal disputes involving people of color. (See Black, 1980, he documented the phenomenon; Cf. Goldstein 1960, Stark, 1987; Worden, 1995; Cole, 1999)

Many police-mediation partnerships in which officers are discouraged from mediating but encouraged to refer, exist in or are
concentrated on, communities of color. These are communities in which there is, often, an existent problem of inadequate police responses. (Cole, 1999) For example, an overuse of arbitration by police officers in handling interpersonal disputes. Black and many non-white Latino people have vocalized that they believe, that too often, disputes between people of color that are suitable for a collective process (e.g., mediation) are handled by police officers through dictatorial control (or authoritarianism coupled with threats of what would be an unlawful arrest), or perhaps inept arbitration.

Concerns of people of color around police responses in communities of color call for mediation centers to design processes that do not perpetuate inadequate police responses. If there is to be a referral process, it must not bolster the use of arbitration by the police when mediation by the police is more appropriate. This shortcoming easily becomes reality if officers see the referral slips as one more way to avoid performing their duty of empowering. Present friction between police and people of color in the United States is without a doubt related to the dictatorial role that many officers present when responding to interpersonal disputes in communities of color.

The position of this article is that mediation professionals (especially police-mediation center partners) must provide patrol police officers with the requisite mediation training in order that they [officers] can perfect their mediation skill—to professionalize the skill in order that an officers’ use of the methodology is in a systematic manner. The instruction would enable for police officers to become better at empowering parties to work out the immediate dispute, which prompted the call, or to help parties mediate a truce. Either could be followed by a referral to the mediation center. The center staff would address all of the unresolved issues. In this way, the officer’s role would be primarily that of conflict management.

**HOW THE OFFICER USES MEDIATION**

Assuming that a patrol police officer has received mediation instruction (e.g., a 16 hour course), he or she knows that mediation is accomplished in a systematic process. In other words, there are several steps to the process. See the mediation schematic below.

**Step 1** Offer of mediation (almost always without the use of the word mediation, but by a suggestion from the officer that the parties work out the dispute themselves with the help of the officer)

**Step 2** Each side conveys their versions of the events

**Step 3** Reiteration, articulation of party positions and interests & probing for underlying issues by patrol officer

**Step 4** Brainstorming/Generating possible resolutions

**Step 5** Agreement

In mediation course instruction, the officer learns that the objective of mediation is to empower the parties to help themselves.
On the street, to accomplish the mediation objective, the officer must have the mediation schematic (said another way: the step-by-step process) “etched” in his/her mind. It should not be necessary that the officer work from a hard copy of the schematic. Additionally, where in sit down mediation, the mediator begins a mediation session with a lengthy explanation of the process (e.g., the role of the mediator; issues of confidentiality), the officer (who is almost always standing as are the parties) accomplishes the first step of the process with brevity, hence he/she must get right to the point, that of making the suggestion that the parties should help themselves with his/her assistance; then, almost unbeknownst to the parties, the officer conducts mediation.

Since there will be times when parties will reject an offer to empower themselves, in offering the mediation alternative, it may be necessary at the outset of an intended mediation process, or at some point in a mediation process that is in progress, to explain to the parties what alternatives there are if they cannot resolve the issues themselves through mediation. A likely alternative is that the officer will arbitrate. This possibility can act as an incentive to the parties to resolve the issues themselves with the assistance of the officer. Said in plain English: “If you folks can’t resolve this issue between yourselves with my help, I will have no choice but to make the decision as to how this matter is resolved.” Taking the disputed property to the station and advising the parties to bring an action in the court if they want it back is an example of an arbitrated decision; ordering one party to relinquish property to another person is also an example of an arbitrated decision. Finally, since officers are mediating manifest disputes or mediating for a truce between the parties until a mediation center intervenes, the average length of time on an interpersonal dispute call is between 10 and 20 minutes.
IS THERE A FUTURE OF INCREASED USE OF MEDIATION BY POLICE?

“We’re already offering that training”: the much too common reported response from police administrators when they are approached and asked to enroll their officers in a mediation course. Maybe police administrators think that they are already doing it, but this research effort shows otherwise. This author has found that what many police agencies are doing can be described as general conflict resolution skills training. Mediation as a separate and distinct methodology is not a focal point of the instruction, leaving many officers unable to distinguish between the terms mediation and mediation. Moreover, the general conflict resolution skills training delivered is usually 2 to 4 hours if that much, whereas mediation instruction is incorporated to every aspect of a police academy curriculum in addition to at least 16 hours spent emphasizing the employment of mediation.

Misconceptions abound as evidenced by [police academy or inservice] instructor confusion marked by the assumption that mediation is akin to “Verbal Judo.” Where mediation is the skill of functioning as a third party intervenor to assist others, Verbal Judo is directed at sharpening an officer’s negotiation skills. Negotiation is a distinct methodology from mediation; no third party partakes in [straight] negotiation; the idea is that the individuals in dispute should work out their problem themselves. So the intent is that when an officer finds himself/herself in dispute with a citizen (e.g., pursuant to a traffic stop) that he or she can use good negotiation skills. Moreover, as said earlier the misunderstanding of mediation extends into scholarly and policymaker ranks. Some very bright people make the mistake of assuming that Goldstein’s (1990) problem oriented policing and mediation are synonymous methodologies. Provided, we can get around misconceptions about the 3000 year old methodology known as mediation, we can engender the enthusiasm that already exists to embellish patrol officers mediation skills.

There are several phenomena for which many individuals show concern when there is a suggestion that police officer mediation skills should be advanced. The author refers to these phenomena as pitfalls or obstacles; although, they are seldom powerful enough to scuttle completely, an effort to increase use of mediation by police officers. The phenomena are:

1. The absence of official policy mandating mediation protocol.
2. The absence of a local mediation center.
3. Limits on the amount of time that an officer can stay “out-of-service” (the desire for units “to go 10-8” as soon as possible after arriving on a scene).
4. Officers who lack intellectual and or educational competency helpful to developing mediation skills.
(5) Officers whose personalities and or biases are antagonistic to empowering some or all people.

(6) A horde of mediation training models that are unable to obtain officer buy-in.

Each of these phenomena create challenges to police officers becoming better mediators. Each is discussed below.

**PROTOCOL**

There is absolutely no doubt that for mediation use by police officers to occur widespread in a particular police agency, the police agency would have to mandate its use. This is because of problems of preferential use of mediation by some officers and restraints on the amount of time a unit is allowed to be out-of-service; xi A policy would be needed in order to compel some officers to provide mediation services in a non-discriminatory fashion. Additionally, without a policy, there will always be differing perceptions held by supervisors of what officers should and should not be doing (Cooper, 1999b). This translates into some supervisors allowing officers to spend needed time on scenes practicing mediation, while others will not be as understanding.

Pittsburgh and Hillsboro have taken the lead here. Both police departments have implemented official policy and protocol concerning the use of mediation by police officers. The Pittsburgh order (#40-13) reads in part:

“Conflict Resolution and Mediation, Policy/Purpose: To provide all members of the Bureau of Police with a protocol to follow for those incidents and or disputes where mediation may be a reasonable alternative to a more conventional law enforcement intervention method.”

Similarly, the Hillsboro Police Department mandates officer use of mediation on scenes which are amenable to the methodology (as well as amenable to mediation by the officer).

In other parts of the United States, patrol police officers receive mediation instruction, which prepares them to mediate, but their police department does not have mediation protocol. The training programs are best described as in the developmental stages of implementing mediation use. In an upcoming section, the author presents survey instrument findings concerning how supervisors feel about officers mediating in the absence of a policy.
For mediation protocol or policy to be most effective, the philosophy of a police agency (management especially) must be one that encourages the types of police behavior that employment of mediation yields. In particular, it yields respect for citizen free agency and transfer of decision-making power from officer to citizen. Obviously, inertia bound police administrators are likely to stand in the way of a police reform that calls for improving patrol police officer mediation skills.

THE ABSENCE OF A MEDIATION CENTER

Many police officers who receive formal mediation instruction work in venues that do not have a mediation center (or task force). Therefore, officers find themselves mediating the manifest dispute or mediating for a truce, then having “no where” to refer the underlying issue or dispute. This is a problem since a substantive approach such as mediating the manifest dispute is attenuated by an inability of the officer to refer the dispute. The author calls for the establishment of mediation centers to address this problem, but as well to increase the use of mediation opportunity throughout a community in general.

LIMITS

Many police departments, officially and unofficially, place limits on the amount of time that an officer can stay “out-of-service” (the amount of time that an officer can stay on a call). Many agencies want their officers “to go 10-8” as soon as possible after arriving on a scene. Goldstein (1990) addresses this problem in his written work, since problem oriented policing methodology often requires officers to spend longer amounts of time on scenes or specific matters. The use of a “perfected” form of mediation by police officers may sometimes require an officer to stay out-of-service longer than she would, say if she were arbitrating the matter in dispute. There are exceptions though, since: (1) the mediation process occurs where the dispute occurs (e.g., on a basketball court; on a street corner; in a kitchen, or in a parking lot); (2) the officer and parties are often standing; and (3) the officer is not mediating all of the matters, but specifically the manifest matter. Moreover, this author argues that inept arbitration takes a mere few minutes whereas competent arbitration (adherence to a systematic process) will take as long, if not longer than a mediation effort.

If the officer cannot mediate the manifest matter, he is mediating for a truce. Usually, it is the underlying issue(s) that could take an hour or more, hence this is why, in part, the underlying issue is referred to the mediation center. Experience of officers who use “perfected” and or professional mediation (the author included when he was an officer) show that many disputes can be mediated in ten to twenty minutes. Certainly, there are exceptions to this rule. Many episodic disputes in particular, take very little time.
Finally, the notion that in high crime areas the police cannot mediate, needs to be de-bunked. Common sense and the experiences of many officers throughout the country show that mediation can be done anywhere and it works regardless of the community. The author’s own experience as a policeman in Washington D.C. [in communities with tremendous violence], merged with the research findings of this research project, are indicative of high crime areas being among places in which officers need to display the highest caliber of mediation skills. These are communities in which the police are called on frequently (Black, 1980) and expected to act as third party intervenors. Not to mediate when appropriate is to create a high potential for a repeat call-for-service. The subsequent call could represent that the matter has grown considerably worse as in escalating to violence. Had the call been handled properly the first time, there would not be a subsequent call. Substantive handing of an interpersonal dispute decreases the likelihood of a repeat call. (Hillsboro data, 1999, 2000; Goldstein, 1990) Common sense should dictate that a little extra time on a call will save time in the long run.

**INTELLECTUAL & EDUCATIONAL COMPETENCY**

Yes, there are many police officers who do not possess the educational or intellectual competency needed to function as an effective 21st century police officer. Efforts to embellish (or professionalize) police mediation skills should not be abandoned because of this reality (Cf. Bittner, 1990) Many officers are already quality mediators via learning through the trial and error process. Others have not fared so well from their frequent visits into the contentious matters of others. The good news is that the trend in the United States is toward hiring more educated individuals as police officers. In time then, the work of mediation instructors will come with less of a challenge.

**Personalities or Biases**

The matters of police department orientation and individual officer personalities are related to mediation use by police officers. Having touched on the former already, here the focal point is the officer; however, there is a connection between officers and their department’s orientation.

Whether or not officer uses mediation is largely dependent on what is in his/her sociological baggage and how the officer defines a situation. (Cf. Black, 1980; Neiderhoffer, 1969) The inquiry is what perceptions and or biases he/she carries in the baggage. For some officers, because of their biases or personality they never consider use of the mediation, or that they use it selectively—for example, they provide it for some, but not for others. Relating this to mediation center-police partnerships for a moment, note that if mediation centers discourage police from
mediating, then for some police officers, the partnerships would reinforce components of their sociological baggage that told them before the mediation center partnership, that they should not mediate for specific types of people.

As an illustration of challenges presented by officer personalities and mindsets, consider a big city Police officer’s take on police officers mediating in a community of color in that city. The officer who is white, wrote the following in a year 2000 term paper for a university course examining police use of mediation: “I am not a racist nor do I feel I discriminate against certain races or religions. I will say though the Haitian culture along with the Latino culture has a propensity for shall we say, getting a little hot under the collar. It’s hard enough just trying to keep them separated never mind trying to explain to them some sort of ground rules that we want them to follow.” In the final sentence, the officer is referring to the ground rules of the mediation process. This sentence and the theme of his entire paper show that he is saying that because of what he believes are Haitian and Latino propensities, the parties do not possess the requisite civil, emotional, or intellectually capacity for handling empowerment. The officer added that his former partner “had the patience of a Saint” and would “stand in somebody’s living room or out in a courtyard of the projects” and empower/mediate people to help themselves. In contrast to his partner, he argued that “locking” people up for being involved in interpersonal disputes made more sense. He said: “I had almost as much success as my partner and in a lot less time.” With this officer’s words, it should be evident that professional mediation instruction will not entirely address the problem of unequal distribution of police responses.

Granted, some officers will be forced to perform their mediation duty, just as many are forced by police department policy to respect the rights of [types of] people for whom they have an aversion. Let us realize the need to improve the police officer employment selection process, and to challenge police department institutional phenomena that condone racism and sexism, to a name a few anathemas.

POLICE MEDIATION TRAINING MODELS

Identification of an effective patrol police mediation-training model is timely, since experiences had by many trainers in the Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) field lead them to assert that getting buy-in from police officers for mediation training is considerably difficult.

In the mediation field, it is safe to say that there are two extremes regarding interest in training police. One camp of mediation trainers despises training police officers, whereas the other is enthusiastic about the prospect. Those who despise feel that they have good reason. They attempted to train police officers to mediate and encountered the highest degree of “resistance” to the instruction.
There probably isn’t a mediator trainer, with experience with police, who has not heard or told this story. Some mediation professionals see the solution as moving onto to new ground—they will try to spread use of mediation into other professions. No surprise that mediation instruction has become a staple in many school districts and even in some segments of corporate America.

Prior to this research effort, the author had a sense of why so many trainers before him had failed, but knew that a scientific analysis would help bolster his position. In this regard, the idea was to identify a training model that would enable for officer buy-in. A model that would make police officers and administrators for example, more enthusiastic about advancing police officer mediation skills. The author hypothesized that patrol police participants in mediation training would enjoy and participate in the training if they could realize the pragmatic value of mediation to their work. Additionally, the author sensed that officers wanted the training to be conducted by trainers with police experience; and wanted an opportunity to substantially participate in the training.

The author employed both participant observation and a post-test survey to test the hypotheses. The intent of the research was twofold: (1) to conduct a exploratory analysis; and (2) to gather evidence to show prospective clients (other police departments) that it was worthwhile to allow a training team to train their officers as mediators.

Sixty-three officers from two police departments in Illinois underwent a sixteen-hour training session. All participants were assigned to patrol duties (primarily unit cars). Officers came from the Orland Park, Illinois Police Department and the Blue Island, Illinois Police Department. Between January 1999 and June 1999, five training sessions were held each with approximately ten to fifteen officers participating and half of the group from Orland Park and the other half from Blue Island. All training sessions were designed to be identical. Changes to the course book while the training was underway were insignificant to the integrity of the training.

Other mediation trainers reported that they failed because they were ostracized for not having police experience. Alternatively, the training design used by this author called for trainers with police experience. Hence, there were three trainers, but one (the author), delivered the majority of the instruction as well as wrote the curriculum. All three trainers had combined police experience of approximately sixty years. As the author had hypothesized, the research findings show that the police experience of the trainers was the significant factor that enabled for officer buy-in to the training. Contrast this finding with the frustration experiences of other trainers.

Perhaps, most telling of the importance of trainers with police experience is illustrated in the following example: A guest to
one of the training sessions, notwithstanding his strong academic credentials, attempted to offer advice to officers in the training. Some officers rebuffed him, not because they did not want him to contribute, but since a specific statement that he made was perceived as inappropriate from a non police officer. One officer actually recited to the guest the adage “until you have walked in our shoes, etc.” However, note that the training model that the author designed requires only that at least one trainer has police experience. It does not appear necessary that all trainers have police experience.

Another significant finding is found in the survey instrument responses: Officers expressed that the real-life examples of calls-for-service provided by the trainers, enabled for them to have affinity with the trainers, and that such affinity caused them to take the training seriously. It appears that real-life situations conveyed by the trainers (as opposed to describing any police event) also enabled for empathy between the trainer and student. Empathy like affinity was given as a reason for buy-in.

Most participants (96.8%) said that they enjoyed the training, that the instruction was excellent and that they personally believe that what they learned was applicable to their jobs. Not surprisingly, almost all respondents (98.4%) said that they would take away what they learned in the mediation training and put it to use in performing their patrol duties.

**CONCLUSION**

In June of 2000, a dispute between two Aurora, Colorado neighbors over parking ended with one of them shooting and killing the other as well as his neighbor’s 14-year-old daughter.1 Interestingly, the *Denver Post* article about these tragic murders was followed by an article entitled, “Mediation Available.” The article explained that Aurora had a mediation center. It was revealed that the police had responded to this dispute many times before. Whether or not the police referred the neighbors to the mediation center is not known, but all evidence indicates that the Aurora Police Officers who responded to the calls-for-service, did not attempt to mediate any part of the dispute or to mediate for a truce. And, it is known that Aurora Police are not required to participate in a mediation course as are Hillsboro, Oregon officers, for example. This tragedy shows how sensible it is that in the new millennium, as more and more people acquire mediation skills through formal training, that patrol police are among those who become students of mediation.

The present research has conveyed the benefits that derive from having police officers who are competent in the practice of mediation. In this regard, it is incumbent on mediation service providers to embellish the mediation skills held by patrol police officers. Granted, the importance of police officers referring disputing parties to local mediation centers should not be discounted.

---

1 Id.
However, mediation service providers should desire that prior to officers making referrals, those officers mediate the manifest dispute or mediate for a truce. Such handling of a scene is desirable since it is substantive rather than superficial response. Superficial handling of interpersonal disputes gives way to repeat calls-for-service. In venues in which police mediate, repeat calls-for-service are reduced. A welcomed outcome by responsible mediation service providers and police managers, since repeat calls-for-service increase the likelihood of physical danger to community members as well as police.

Finally, when mediation centers enter into partnerships with police agencies to receive referrals, the mediation center must take into consideration existing social justice issues. In communities where inadequate police responses to interpersonal disputes are the norm, mediation services providers must take due care not to perpetuate the problem. This means that the creation of mediation center-police department partnerships requires moral, humane, and socially conscious objectives by the mediation center. Such objectives should include philanthropic actions by mediation centers and their commitment to insuring that all human members of a respective community are treated with dignity and respect.

---


ii Pruitt & Rubin assert that “an effective third party” (e.g., a patrol officer) helps instill in the disputants a sense of autonomy and self-sufficiency.” (p. 167)

iii For example, many disputes mediated by the police involve an agreement not memorialized in a writing.

iv This is also indicated by both close-ended and open-ended survey responses administered to officers from Orland Park, IL and Blue Island, IL.

v For example, many disputes mediated by the police involve an agreement not memorialized in a writing.

vi Muir addresses eloquence also from the perspective that it enables police officers to develop moral equanimity and what he calls a tragic sense.

vii Case and point, the Hillsboro, Oregon Police Department requires all of its officers to receive mediation training. This department has experienced a reduction in repeat calls-for-service, in part, as a result of police officers using mediation on scenes. (See Hillsboro P.D. 2000 statistics)

viii Note that a dispute is not necessarily episodic because the parties do not know each other or have never interacted. There can be underlying issues to an episodic dispute. In other words, I did what I did to you because I don’t like people of your skin color or of your religion, etc.

ix Conflict Resolution and Mediation Project for Community Oriented Policing program brochure

x See Hillsboro, Oregon Police Department statistics, which show a decrease in repeat calls and subsequent monetary savings as results of officers using the mediation method and referral process.
Out-of-service represents that an officer is not available for a call, since he/she is presently on a call. He/she becomes available (“10-8”) for the next call when he/she announces “10-8” to the dispatcher.

10-8 means available for an assignment or in-service

Interesting maybe that this author would argue that inept arbitration takes a mere few minutes whereas competent arbitration (following the systematic process) will take as long, if not longer than a mediation Effort.

Note that one survey is unaccounted for, hence N=62 (except where told otherwise).

As much as this author would like to point to an empirical study, which shows negative trainer experiences, he is unable to, since he does not know of study that is mediation training specific. However, as an experienced and known police mediation trainer, members of the ADR field approach him. They relay their experiences in this discourse concerning police mediation.
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